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Basics of Incident Analysis for 

department-based Peer Safety 

Coaches/ Safe Patient moving 

SuperUsers
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Why Do Incident Analysis?

� So we can prevent the same thing from 
happening again

� Blaming the victim of a safety event is not 

helpful!!!

� Supervisory participation in partnership with 

employee (and SuperUser or Safety 

Specialist) helps understand not only the 

incident at hand, but helps uncover system 

or behavioral reasons for safety
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Interviewing Guidelines

� Conduct the interviews as soon as possible after 
the event.  

� Information about a given event is most accurate 
and pertinent the sooner the fact finding takes 
place. 

� Reinforce the purpose of each of the interviews 
as prevention, not fault-finding.

Note Occ Health does a brief intake from employees 
who are injured .This is NOT an incident analysis.
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Interviewing Guidelines

� Conduct the interviews in private

� Allow sufficient time for the interviews.

� Treat employee involved and any witnesses 
as partners helping uncover the facts

� Permit the employees interviewed to tell their 
story with a few interruptions as possible.  

� Prompt the telling of the event, if necessary, 

by asking, “What happened next?
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Interviewing Guidelines

�Search for the multiple causes:

�direct causes

�hazardous conditions

�employee and/or management 

behaviors

�system weaknesses

Fishbone Diagram
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Interviewing Guidelines

� Ask open ended questions to obtain additional information . 

Open ended questions should include the “5W Plus and 5Y” 

system:

� The 5 W’s and 5 Y’s 

� When?

� Where?

� Who?

� What?

� How?

� Why?

� Once you have the who, what, when and where......ask Why

…Then ask why four more times to go from factors closest 

to event to system issues
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Example

� A warehouse worker is injured when his forklift 
skids into beam and his elbow is hit & injured.

� When 7:00 am

� Where Internal door between 2 sections of the 

warehouse

� Who New Employee working 6 mos.

� What employee injured 

� How forklift hits beam after skid

� Why?
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Example

Identify 4 WHYS underlying  “How forklift hits 
beam after skid”

� 1 Why?

� Going too fast

� Oil spot on floor

� 2 Why was the oil on the floor?

� Came off pallet of product loaded the night before

� Not cleaned up

� 3 Why did the product on the pallet leak onto the floor?

� Came into the warehouse leaky

� Leaky pallet was not clean up

� 4 Why was the leaky pallet not cleaned up?

� No inspection process in place for incoming materials

� Night time delivery made it had to see leak casually

Propose corrective Measures to Prevent 

recurrence of incident using the SMART

Format

Specific  

Measurable  

Action oriented  

Realistic, and 

Time specific


